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Border of her Heart is a VN about a town that recently had plague outbreak. With the quarantine lifted, you are tasked to work
on the morning shift at the border and choosi 5d3b920ae0
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You play as a town guard who choses wether or not to let people in/out of the town. This game is very interesting and really
good! (I'm glad that achievements were added.) Lots of romance options are great. Including a male romance route..
Unbelievable long loading between short scenes. Half of the play time I watched the black screen.. A very amateurish visual
novel, whose only claim to fame will be voice acting (not very good VA, but VA nonetheless). I've completed the game three
different ways in 37 minutes, that should really tell you all you need to know.. You can smash Joseph.. Played it for a bit. It is a
neat concept, but it is pretty bland. I was hoping for a little more story/drama in it and maybe better humor. But I guess that is
what you get for a cheap game like this. Sadly I can't recommend this game. There are better fantasy visual novel games out
there or better visual novels to themselves.. you can brutally murder a child/10. Border of her Heart is such a fun little VN game
xD :D I'm not really all too familiar with the VN genre, but I did enjoy it, and the different outcomes that are possible
depending on your choices. :) The voice acting in this game is really good! :O Accompanied by some neatly written dialogue and
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some sweet and quirky characters, it was a very fun experience. :) It is worth retrying to see different outcomes, too. :D I did
kinda fail my guard duty at first try, because I let everyone in. xD :D Still, it was fun seeing that you get punished for not
thinking well as a guard of the city. :) Conclusion: This game is really cheap and is worth the try if you want a sweet little VN
game with good interactions and awesome voice acting. :D Though I sort of wish we can at least visit different places more
before the curfew goes down. But it's just a tiny complaint.. Quite a silly little game and, by silly I mean "We've been known
each other for two days now and we're stuck in a cave during rain so let's have sex, because I love you!" type of silliness, and, by
little I mean that I've completed it first time in 19 minutes, while reading everything. Yet this game has it's charm, it's fully
voiced, which was quite the surprise for me and it is quite funny too. So, especially considering price, I'd say that it's worth a
look at least.. Its an interesting idea, a shame its currently feeling like an unfinished game. You cant save the game before
choices, and after less then a hour i have learned i cant load my save files. As far as the game goes, it is an interesting story, but
the choices seems to random, only a couple real choices. Its pretty clear this is rookie attempt at a VN game, for its price its
defintly worth checking out as i would not call it bad. But it defintly need some patching before i would call it good.I hope to
change my review to positive after a update or two.
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